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Can infer gist,purpose and basic
context based on information that is
explicitly stated in short spoken
iexts

100
g"/"W1gg"/"

Can infer gist,purpose and basic
context based on information that is
explicitly stated in extended spoken
texts

95

ooh 100%

Can understand details in short
spoken texts

95

o%

Can unde6tand details in extended
spoken texts

90

Oo/o 100%

* Proficiency Description Table can be found on our web site, www.ets'org/toeic

Detach Here

Your scaled score is between 400 and 495. Test takers who score around 400 typically have the

. They can infer the central idea, purpose, and basic context of short spoken exchanges across a

broad range of vocabulary, even when conversational responses are indirect or not easy to predict

. They can infer the cenkal idea, purpose, and basic context ol extended spoken texts across a

broad range of vocabulary. They can do this even when the information is not supported by

or paraphrase and when it is necessary to connect information across the text.

when the language is syntactically complex, or when difficult vocabulary is used.
. They can understand details in extended spoken texts, even when it is necessary to connect

information across the text and when this information is not supported by repetition. They can

understand details when the information is paraphrased or when negative constructions are present.

To see weaknesses typical of test takers who score around 400, see the 
*Proflciency Description T

Your scaled score is 450. Test takers who score around 450 typically have the following strengths:
. They can infer the central idea and purpose of a written text, and they can make inferences

Can make inferences based on
information in written texts

100

0o/o 100%

Can locate and understand specific
information in written texts

89

o% 'looo/.

Can connect informalion across
multiple sentences in a single
written lext and across lexts

81

Oo/o 100%

Can understand vocabulary in
written texts

96

0% 100%

Can understand grammar in
written texts

88

o% 100%
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Your performance on queslions testing these abilities cannot be c0mpared to the performance of
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